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ON MASS SPECTRUM IN SQCD. UNEQUAL QUARK MASSESV. L. Chernyak *Budker Institute of Nulear Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes630090, Novosibirsk, RussiaReeived Deember 12, 2009The N = 1 SQCD with N olors and two types of light quarks, Nl �avors with the smaller mass ml andNh = NF �Nl �avors with the larger mass mh, N < NF < 3N, 0 < ml � mh � �Q, is onsidered withinthe dynamial senario in whih quarks an form a oherent olorless diquark ondensate hQQi. There areseveral phase states at di�erent values of the parameters r = ml=mh, Nl, and NF . Properties of these phasesand their mass spetra are desribed.1. INTRODUCTIONWe generalize the results obtained in [1℄ for equalquark masses to the ase of unequal masses. We donot onsider the most general ase of arbitrary quarkmasses here. Only one spei� (but su�iently rep-resentative) hoie of unequal masses is onsidered:there are Nl 6= N �avors with the smaller massml and Nh = NF � Nl �avors with the larger massmh � ml > 0, N < NF < 3N. Some abbreviationsused below are follows: DC is the diquark ondensate,HQ is a heavy quark, the l-quarks are the quarks withthe smaller mass ml, and the h-quarks are those withthe larger mass mh. The masses ml = ml(� = �Q)and mh = mh(� = �Q) are the running urrent quarkmasses normalized at � = �Q, and Mlh or Mhh arethe hiral diquark ondensates of the l- or h-quarks,also normalized at � = �Q, hQ�lQl(� = �Q)i = Æl�lMlh,hQ�hQh(� = �Q)i = Æh�hMhh, and �Q (independentof quark masses) is the sale parameter of the gaugeoupling onstant. All quark masses are small, butnonzero: 0 < ml � mh � �Q.The whole theory an therefore be regarded as be-ing de�ned by the three numbers N, NF , and Nl andthree dimensional parameters �Q, ml, and mh (i. e.,all dimensional observables are expressed through thesethree).It is shown below that within the dynamial se-nario used, there are di�erent phase states in this theo-ry at di�erent values of the parameters r = ml=mh � 1,Nl, and NF :*E-mail: v.l.hernyak�inp.nsk.su

a) the DCl�DCh phase appears for mpoleh �Mhh << Mlh � �Q in both ases Nl > N and Nl < N(mpoleh is the perturbative pole mass of the h-quarks);b) the DCl�HQh phase appears forMhh �Mlh �� mpoleh � �Q at Nl > N only;) another regime of the DCl�HQh phase appearsforMhh � mpoleh �Mlh � �Q in both asesNl > Nand Nl < N;d) the Higgsl�DCh or Higgsl�HQh phases appear atMlh � �Q at Nl < N only.It is implied that the reader is familiar with theprevious paper [1℄, beause all the results in [1℄ are es-sentially used in this paper.The paper is organized as follows. The proper-ties of the DCl�DCh phase are onsidered in Se. 2.The DCl�HQh phase (in two regimes) is onsideredin Ses. 3 and 4. The Higgsl�DCh and Higgsl�HQhphases with Higgsed l-quarks are onsidered in Se. 5.Setion 6 ontains a short onlusion.
2. THE DCl�DCh PHASEWe �rst reall the e�etive Lagrangian forequal-mass quarks just below the physial thresholdat � < �H = Mh, after the evolution of all quarkdegrees of freedom has terminated [1℄ (b0 = 3N�NF ,N = NF �N, see also footnote 5 in [1℄):1076



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010 On mass spetrum in SQCD. Unequal quark massesL = Z d2� d2� ��(Trp�y�+ ZQTr QyeVQ+Qye�VQ!)++ Z d2�(� 2��(�) S +WQ);WQ =  det��b0Q !1=N(Tr�Q��1Q��NF)++Tr�mQ��;ZQ = �Mh�Q �b0=N = �3YMM3h = mQMh :
(1)

Here, (mQ)ji � mQ(� = �Q)ji , where mQ(�)ji are therunning quark masses, and h�iji = h(QjQi)�=�Qi �� (M2h)ij . For equal quark masses, (mQ)ji == mQ Æji , (M2h)ij = M2h Æij , hSi = mQM2h == (�b0Q detmQ)1=N � �3YM (as regards the spei�forms of the pion Kähler terms for DC phases here andeverywhere below, see footnote 5 in [1℄).Well above the highest physial threshold, �H �� � � �Q, the quark �elds Q and Q desribe theoriginal quarks with the small running urrent massesmQ(�), while below the threshold, they beome the�elds of heavy quarks with the large onstituent masses�C =Mh1).The �elds � are de�ned as �the light part of QQ�.In other words, well above the threshold, when thelarge onstituent mass of quarks is not yet formed, �and QQ are both the same living diquark operator oflight quarks, and hene Q��1Q is a unit -number ma-trix, and the projetor P = Tr(Q��1Q� � NF = 0.Moreover, the term (det �=�b0Q )1=N is dominated byontributions of light quantum quark �elds, and rep-resents not a onstant mass but a living interation.But below the threshold, at � < Mh, after the ap-pearane of a large onstituent mass Mh, the light �1) The Konishi anomaly [2℄ for the anonially normalized on-stituent quark �elds C = Q=Z1=2Q and C = Q=Z1=2Q is given byhCCi = hSi=�C . But the form of its expliit realization is amatter of onvention. One onvention is that it is realized di-retly through the one-loop triangle diagram with the heavy on-stituent quarks forming a loop and emitting two gluinos. Anotheronvention is that the one-loop onstituent quark ontributionsto the vauum polarization are transferred to the gluon kinetiterm at a �rst stage, and then a term S ln�C appears, while thequark term in WQ in (1) has to be used for alulations withthe valene onstituent quarks only. The Konishi anomaly thenoriginates from this vauum polarization term and is given byhCCi = h�=��C (S ln�C)i = hSi=�C .

and heavy QQ beome quite di�erent, suh that P be-omes a nontrivial nonzero term. Besides, below thethreshold, all the N2F �elds � beome �frozen�, in thesense that all of them ontain the large -number va-uum part M2h and the light quantum pion �elds �with the small masses mQ, whose ontributions to am-plitudes are smaller, j�j � � < Mh. As a result,the entire term (det �=�b0Q )1=N(ZQ�)�1 in WQ is nowdominated by the -number vauum part, whih be-omes the large onstituent mass Mh of the quark�elds Q and Q.We start with ml = mh and begin to make mh >> ml, so as to produe a gap between Mlh >Mhh2):�Mlh�2 = 1ml��b0Q detm�1=N == �b0=NQ m(Nl�N)=Nl m(NF�Nl)=Nh ; (2)�Mhh�2 = 1mh��b0Q detm�1=N = �b0=NQ ��mNl=Nl m(NF�N�Nl)=Nh = mlmh�Mlh�2: (3)Clearly, at sales � � Mlh, the large onstituentmasses �lC = Mlh and �hC = Mhh are not yetformed, and all quarks behave as perturbative mass-less partiles. Therefore, the �elds � are not yetfrozen, the fator (det�)1=N in (1) is atually givenby (detQQ)1=N , and this is still a living interation,not a mass. As a result, there is still no di�erene be-tween the �elds � (light at lower sales) and the �eldsQQ (heavy at lower sales). Therefore, the projetorP in urly brakets in (1) is still zero:P = Tr (Q��1Q)�NF = 0; � >Mlh >Mhh: (4)The main point is that the projetor P begins tobe nonzero only after the dereasing sale � rosses thephysial threshold at � � Mhh < Mlh (and not be-fore, at � � Mlh >Mhh), where a mass gap betweenthe heavy onstituent quarks (Q�h; Qh)(onst) with themasses Mhh and the light pions �hh = (Q�hQh)(light)with the masses of the order of mh appears and �beginsto work�, suh that the �eldsQh andQ�h beome frozen.Before this, at � >Mhh, the onstituent mass Mhh isnot yet formed and the operator �hh is not yet frozenand represents two still living light quarksQ�hQh, whose2) But to remain in the same DC phase for all �avors, theremust be a restrition on the values of ml and mh, suh thatr = ml=mh annot be too small. The expliit form of this re-strition is presented below.1077



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010quantum part still dominates over its -number vauumpart. Therefore, in the �rst term in WQ, the ommonfator (det�)1=N is not yet ompletely frozen, and stilldesribes some interation, not a mass. Hene, the on-stituent masses are not yet formed not only for the Q�hand Qh quarks but also for the Q�l and Ql quarks. Thisshows that the very presene of the still living pertur-bative light quarks Q�h and Qh at Mhh < � < Mlhalso prevents the quarks Q�l and Ql from aquiring thelarge onstituent mass Mlh. Hene, nothing happensyet at � � Mlh and the perturbative regime does notstop here, but ontinues down to � � Mhh. This isthe real physial threshold �H , and the nonzero non-perturbative ontributions to the quark superpotentialappear only after rossing this region, and they appearsimultaneously for all �avors3).Therefore, at � <Mhh, instead of (1), the e�etiveLagrangian beomesL = Z d2� d2�(Trp�y�+ Zl Trl QyeVQ!++ZhTrh QyeVQ!+ �Q! Q�)++ Z d2�(� 2��(�) S +WQ);WQ =  det��b0Q !1=N(Tr�Q��1Q��NF)++Tr(m�);Zl = ��YMMlh �3 = mlMlh ;Zh = ��YMMhh �3 = mhMhh :
(5)

Here, � is the total NF �NF matrix of all pions, andQ and Q with l or h �avors are the onstituent quarkswith the respetive massesMlh orMhh.After integrating out all heavy onstituent quarks(whih leaves behind a large number of hadrons made ofonstituent quarks that are weakly on�ned, the stringtension being p� � �YM � Mhh < Mlh) and pro-3) In a sense, the onstituent quarks an be thought of as ex-tended solitons. And this also shows that the harateristi sizeof the heavier onstituent quarks Q�l; Ql is not Rl � 1=Mlhbut a larger value Rl � 1=Mhh � 1=Mlh; this is typial for asoft soliton, whose size is muh larger than its Compton wave-length, R(soft)sol � 1=M(soft)sol . In other words, the size Rl is thesame as the size Rh of the lighter onstituent quarks Q�h and Qh:Rh � 1=Mhh, whih are, in this sense, hard solitons.

eeding the same as in [1℄, we obtain the same form asin [1℄4): L = Z d2� d2�(Trp�y�)++ Z d2�(� 2��YM (�;�L)S�NF det��b0Q !1=N++Tr�m��); �3L =  det ��b0Q !1=N ;h�Li = �YM � ��Mhh: (6)
Hene, the only di�erene from the ase of equal quarkmasses is that the masses entering Tr(m�) are nolonger equal.Proeeding further as in [1℄ and going through theVeneziano�Yankielowiz (VY) proedure for gluons [3℄,we obtain that there is a large number of gluonia withmasses Mgl � �YM = (�b0Q detm)1=3N , and the light-est partiles are the pions with the LagrangianL� = Z d2� d2�(Trp�y�)++ Z d2�(�N det ��b0Q !1=N +Tr�m��);�� �YM : (7)The pion masses are proportional to the sum of theirtwo quark masses:M (ll)� = 02ml; M (hh)� = 02mh;M (lh)� = 0(ml +mh);where 0 is a onstant O(1).Clearly, when the quark masses beome equal,mh ! ml, Lagrangian (7) smoothly mathes those in(1) (and vie versa). This is as it should be, until bothtypes of quarks remain in the same DC phase.On the whole, it is seen that starting with the aseof equal quark masses and splitting them smoothlyyields very similar results. The only essential restri-tion is that the model has to stay in the DCl�DChphase. And the only new nontrivial point is that thereis only one ommon physial threshold �H where non-perturbative e�ets turn on and hange the form of the4) It is worth noting that beause there is only one ommonthreshold �H =Mhh for all �avors, the renormalization fatorsZ� of all the N2F pions are the same: Z� = z�1Q (�Q;Mhh) �� z�1Q , where zQ � 1 is the perturbative renormalization fatorof the massless quark (see [1℄).1078



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010 On mass spetrum in SQCD. Unequal quark massesLagrangian, and this threshold is determined by thesmallest diquark ondensate �H = Mhh < Mlh (see(2) and (3)).We �nally write the onditions for the theory to bein the DCl�DCh phase. In going down from � � �Q,the massless perturbative evolution is to be stopped ei-ther at �H = Mhh if Mhh > mpoleh or at �H = mpolehif mpoleh > Mhh. Hene, the h-quarks are in the DChphase atMhh > mpoleh and in the HQh phase atMhh << mpoleh . The phase transition ours atMhh � mpoleh .Using (3), we obtain that the DCh phase persists fromr = ml=mh = 1 down to r > r1:Mhh = mpoleh = mh� �Qmpoleh �+ ! r = mlmh == r1 � �mh�Q �� � 1;� = 1Nl h 2N1 + + � (NF �N)i;3N2 < NF < 3N : + = b0NF ! � = b03Nl ;N < NF < 3N2 : + = 2N �NFNF �N !! � = NF �NNl ;
(8)

where + is the quark anomalous dimension. It isknown in the onformal window; to have de�nite an-swers, the value + = (2N�NF )=(NF�N) used in [1℄for N < NF < 3N=2 is also used here and below inthe text.However, (8) is not the only ondition, beause ifr = ml=mh is too small at Nl < N, then Mlh be-omes larger than �Q and the l-quarks are Higgsed.This happens (see (2)) atNl < N : Mlh = �Q ! r = mlmh == r2 � �mh�Q �(NF�N)=(N�Nl) � 1: (9)On the whole, the theory is in the DCl�DCh phaseunder the following onditions:a) mlmh > r1 for Nl > N;b) mlmh > max (r1; r2) for Nl < N;r2 > r1 at Nl < N0;N0 = (N b0=2NF for 3N=2 < NF < 3N;N=2 for N < NF < 3N=2: (10),

3. THE DCl�HQh PHASE:Mlh�mpoleh ANDNl > N3.1. 3N=2 < NF < 3N, 3N=2 < Nl < NFThis is a separate phase when the lighter l-quarksQl and Q�l are in the DC phase, while the heavierh-quarks Qh and Q�h are in the HQ phase.For de�niteness, we agree to use the following pro-edure below. The theory is de�ned at � = �Q bythe quark mass values ml � ml(� = �Q) � mh �� mh(� = �Q) � �Q. Starting with ml = mh, un-equal quark masses are obtained with mh staying in-tat, while ml dereases, ml � mh � �Q.At r � ml=mh = 1, the theory is in the DCl�DChphase, with the highest physial sale �H given by�H = Mhh = Mlh � �Q. As explained in Se. 2,the onstituent masses of Ql and Q�l quarks annotbe formed alone, and are formed only after all �avorsare frozen. Hene, as r begins to derease, the highestphysial sale �H is determined by a ompetition bet-ween Mhh < Mlh and the pole mass of Qh and Q�hquarks, mpoleh = mh(� = mpoleh ).The DCl�DCh phase persists until Mhh > mpoleh ,while the oherent ondensate of Qh, Q�h quarks an nolonger be maintained atMhh < mpoleh , and therefore aphase transition ours from the DCl�DCh phase to theDCl�HQh one. This happens at r � r1 � 1 (see (8)).Although the theory is in the DCl�HQh phase atr < r1, there are two di�erent regimes (see Se. 4 be-low), depending on whether r < r01 � r1 or r01 < r << r1, with r01 determined byMlh = mpoleh ! r = r01 =  mh�Q!� � r1 � 1;� = 1Nl �N h 2N1 + + � (NF �N)i: (11)The regime at r < r01 � r1 is muh simpler andis onsidered �rst in this setion. We therefore taker � r01 and onsider the properties of this DCl�HQhphase. The highest physial sale �H is then given bythe pole mass mpoleh = �Q(mh=�Q)1=(1++) � �Q ofthe heavier quarks Qh and Q�h (see (8)).The ondition r � r01, i. e., Mlh � mpoleh(see (11)) means that even if the Ql and Q�l quarkswere trying to freeze in the threshold region around� � mpoleh by forming the largest possible onstituentmass �lC = Mlh, this is impossible if Mlh � mpoleh ,beause even this mass is too small for freezing. There-fore, no nonperturbative e�ets turn on at � � mpolehin this ase, and the region � � mpoleh is rossed in thepurely perturbative regime.1079



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010At � < mpoleh , the heavy h-quarks deouple from thelower-energy theory and an be integrated out. Whatremains is the lower-energy theory with N olors andNl > 3N=2 light �avors Ql and Q�l, whih are also inthe onformal regime at �0H < � � �H = mpoleh (�0His the new highest physial sale of this lower-energytheory). We let �̂Q denote the sale parameter of thenew gauge oupling. Its value an be found from thefollowing onsiderations. At mpoleh < � � �Q, theoriginal oupling �(�) is already frozen at the value��1 = O(1). At � � mpoleh , the new oupling is alsofrozen at a new value ��2 = O(1), ��2 > ��1. Hene, inpassing from � � mpoleh to � � mpoleh , the oupling ofthe lower-energy theory beomes living in the intervalÆ� � mpoleh around � = mpoleh , where it dereases signi-�antly from ��2 to ��1. This is only possible if the salefator �̂Q of the lower-energy theory is �̂Q � mpoleh .Therefore, at � < �̂Q, we remain with N olors,Nl > 3N=2 light �avors with the small urrent massm̂l � ml(� = �̂Q) = z�1Q (�Q;mpoleh )ml � �̂Q;and the oupling �(�) with the sale parameter �̂Q == mpoleh . Moreover, the value of the diquark ondensateof l-�avors is (see (3) and (8))h(Q�lQl)�=�̂Qi � Æll �M̂lh�2;M̂lh = z1=2Q (�Q; mpoleh )Mlh �Mlh �� �̂Q = mpoleh ; (12)zQ(�Q; mpoleh ) = �mpoleh�Q �+ = �mh�Q�+=(1++) � 1 ;onf+ = b0=NF :The properties of this theory have been desribedin [1℄, and it is in the DCl phase. Its highest phy-sial sale is �0H = M̂lh � �̂Q, and hene it is inthe onformal regime at M̂lh < � � �̂Q, while be-low the threshold at � � M̂lh, the quarks Ql andQ�l aquire the onstituent masses �lC = M̂lh andN2l light pions appear. The low-energy Lagrangian ofthese pions at � � �YM = (�̂3N�NlQ det m̂l)1=3N == (�3N�NFQ detm)1=3N isL� = Z d2� d2�pTr �̂yl �̂l + Z d2�(�(Nl �N)�� det �̂l�̂3N�NlQ !1=(Nl�N) + m̂lTr �̂l): (13)

The normalization of the pion �elds�̂l � (Q�lQl)�=�̂Q ; h�̂li = (�̂3N�NlQ m̂Nl�Nl )1=N ;is the most natural one from the standpoint of the lo-wer-energy theory. But it is also useful to rewrite (13)with the �old normalization� of �elds at � = �Q:�l � (Q�lQl)�=�Q ;h�li = hSiml � �3YM=ml = 1ml (�b0Q detm)1=N :It then beomesL� = Z d2� d2�(zQ(�Q; mpoleh )pTr�yl�l )++ Z d2�(�(Nl �N)�� det �l�b0Q detmh!1=(Nl�N) +mlTr�l);zQ(�Q;mpoleh ) = �mh�Q �b0=3N � 1: (14)
In this ase, on the whole, the mass spetruminludes a) a large number of heaviest hh-hadronswith their mass sale of the order of mpoleh , b) alarge number of ll-mesons with masses of the orderof M̂(l)h made of nonrelativisti quarks Ql and Q�lwith the onstituent masses M̂(l)h � mpoleh , ) alarge number of hybrid hl-mesons made of the aboveonstituents (all quarks are weakly on�ned and thestring tension is p� � �YM � M̂lh � mpoleh ), d)a large number of gluonia with masses � �YM �� (�3N�NFQ detm)1=3N � M̂(l)h , detm �� mNll mNF�Nlh , and e) N2l lightest l-pions �̂lwith masses M l� � m̂l = z�1Q (�Q; mpoleh )ml � �YM .3.2. 3N=2< NF < 3N, N < Nl < 3N=2The di�erene from the ase 3.1 above is that at� < �H = mpoleh , after the heaviest quarks Qh, Q�hare integrated out, the lower-energy theory is not inthe onformal regime at �0H < � < mpoleh but inthe strong-oupling regime (see [1℄). In other words,its new oupling inreases in a power-like fashion at� � �H = mpoleh . This allows determining its newsale parameter �0 from mathing of the ouplings at� = �H = mpoleh , where both are O(1). This is onlypossible with �0 = �H = mpoleh � �̂Q. Therefore,at � < �̂Q, we remain with N olors, N < Nl << 3N=2 light �avors with the urrent masses m̂l �� ml(� = �̂Q) � �̂Q, and the oupling with the sale1080



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010 On mass spetrum in SQCD. Unequal quark massesparameter �̂Q. All this is exatly as it was in the ase3.1 above, only the value of Nl is now smaller.As was explained in [1℄, only the perturbative be-havior in the interval of sales �0H = M̂lh < � < �̂Qdi�ers in this ase from the onformal behavior in thease 3.1 above, while at � < M̂lh, all properties andmass spetra are the same. In partiular, the lowest-energy pion Lagrangian is the same as in (13) and (14).3.3. N < NF < 3N=2, N < Nl < NFIn this ase, the original theory (at �H = mpoleh << � < �Q) and the lower-energy theory (at � < �H)are both in the strong-oupling regime. Their ou-plings ��(�) are to be mathed at � = �H = mpoleh ,where mpoleh is the pole mass of the Qh and Q�h quarks:mpoleh = mh(� = mpoleh ). Beause mpoleh � �Q, the up-per (i. e., original) oupling �+(� = mpoleh ) is paramet-rially large, and so is ��(� = mpoleh ). It is thereforelear that its sale parameter �0 � mpoleh .To obtain de�nite expressions, we make a (su�-iently weak) assumption that at N < NF < 3N=2,the quark perturbative anomalous dimension Q isonstant in the infrared region. Then the quarkrenormalization fator z+Q(�; �) and the ouplinga+ � N�+=2� of the higher-energy theory, as well asz�Q(�0; �) and a� � N��=2� of the lower-energy one,behave as [1℄ z+Q(�Q; �) = � ��Q�+ � 1;a+(�) = ��Q� ��+ � 1;�+ = NF + � b0N > 0; �� �Q;z�Q(�0; �) = � ��0�� � 1;a�(�) = ��0� ��� � 1;�� = Nl� � b00N > �+; �� �0;b0 = 3N �NF ; b00 = 3N �Nl;
(15)

and the mathing of the ouplings at � = �H = mpolehtakes the form� �Qmpoleh ��+ = � �0mpoleh ��� ;mpoleh = mhz+Q(�Q; mpoleh ) == mh ��Qmh�+=(1++) � mh: (16)

Beause �� > �+ > 0, it follows from (16) thatmpoleh � �0 � �Q5).Therefore, after the heaviest quarks Qh and Q�hare integrated out at � < mpoleh , we have N olors,N < Nl < 3N=2 �avors, and the gauge oupling withthe sale parameter �0, mpoleh � �0 � �Q, determinedfrom (16). The value of the urrent mass m0l of the Qland Q�l quarks and the pion �elds (�0l)l � (Q�lQl)(light)�=�0normalized at � = �0 are given bym0l � ml(� = �0) = z�Q(�0; mpoleh ) m̂l;z�Q(�0; mpoleh ) = �mpoleh�0 �� � 1;m̂l = ml ��Qmh�+=(1++); h(�0l)iji � Æij �0l;�0l = 1z�Q(�0; mpoleh ) �̂l;�̂l = �l z+Q(�Q; mpoleh ) = �l �mh�Q�+=(1++): (17)
Therefore [1℄, the low-energy pion Lagrangian hasform (13) with the replaements �̂l ! �0l, m̂l ! m0l,and �̂! �0. The pion mass is nowm0l. Being expressedthrough the pion �elds �l normalized at � = �Q, thesuperpotential has the universal form (14), and onlythe Zl� fator multiplying the Kähler term of l-pions isdi�erent, being given byZl� =  mh�Q!�; � = Æ1 + + ;Æ = h+ � � ��+���i; m0l = mlZl� : (18)Hene, in the ase onsidered, the mass spetrumontains a) the heaviest h-hadrons with the mass saleof the order of mpoleh given by (16); b) the ll-mesonsmade of the nonrelativisti quarks Ql and Q�l with theonstituent masses �0C = h�0li1=2 (17); ) the hybridhl-mesons made of the above onstituents; d) the gluo-nia with the universal mass sale �YM ; and d) N2l ligh-test l-pions with the masses m0l � �YM (see (18)).On the whole, the hierarhy of sales in the massspetrum is always the same for this regime of theDCl�HQh phase with Nl > N:a) the largest masses are the pole masses mpoleh �� �Q of the Qh and Q�h quarks;5) As a spei� example, we an use the values from [1℄: + == (2N � NF )=(NF � N), � = (2N � Nl)=(Nl � N), �+ == (3N � 2NF )=(NF � N), and �� = (3N � 2Nl)=(Nl � N).The value of � in (18) is 0 < � = (NF �Nl)=(3N�2Nl) < 1=2in this ase.1081



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010b) the next ones are the onstituent masses �lC ofthe Ql and Q�l quarks, whih are always muh smallerthan mpoleh , although their onrete values depend onthe ase onsidered;) the next one is the universal mass sale ofgauge partiles, whih is always given by �YM == (�b0Q detm)1=3N ;d) the lightest are the N2l l-pions, whose low-energyLagrangian has the universal form (14), but the valueof the Zl� fator in front of the Kähler term (and henetheir mass M l�) depends on the ase onsidered.4. THE DCl�HQhPHASE:Mhh�mpoleh �MlhWe now onsider the most di�ult regime withr01 � r � r1, i. e., Mhh � mpoleh �Mlh.We trae the RG �ow when the running sale �starts at � = �Q and dereases. As was arguedin Se. 2, even a large value of the running ohe-rent ondensate Mlh(�) does not neessarily meanthat the large onstituent mass Mlh(�) of the Qland Q�l quarks is already formed, beause the pro-jetor P in (4) beomes nonzero only after the de-reasing � reahes a value �2 suh that both �a-vors, l and h, entering det(QQ) aquire masses largerthan �2 and beome frozen. Therefore, the �rstpoint where this an happen in the DCl�HQh phasewith Mhh � mpoleh � Mlh is the pole mass mpoleh .Hene, there is a narrow threshold region �2 == mpoleh =(several) < � < �1 = (several)mpoleh aroundmpoleh where the nonperturbative e�ets turn on at �1and saturate at �2. In a sense, what is ourring inthis transition region is qualitatively similar to whatwas desribed in Se. 2 for the DCl�DCh phase, butwith the role of the oherent ondensate Mhh of theQh and Q�h quarks now played by their perturbativepole mass mpoleh . Therefore, all �avors beome frozenin the threshold region �2 < � < �1 around mpoleh .For the Qh and Q�h quarks, this is beause their evo-lution is stopped by their pole mass mpoleh , and for theQl and Q�l quarks, beause their large onstituent massMlh � mpoleh is formed in this threshold region.What form does the superpotential take at � << mpoleh , after the nonperturbative RG �ow terminatesand all quark masses beome frozen? (The heaviestare the onstituent Ql and Q�l quarks with the massMlh, the next ones are the Qh and Q�h quarks withthe mass mpoleh , and the lightest are the pions �l withthe mass ml, plus all gluons, whih are still massless).We onsider the superpotential in (1) or (5). Beause

there are only �l-pions, while the h-quarks are in theHQ phase and there is no di�erene between (Q�hQh)and �hh, the h-quark ontributions anel in the pro-jetor P = Tr (Q��1Q) � NF , and it takes the formP = Tr (Q�l��1l Ql)�Nl. Now, what form an det � in(1) or (5) take at � < mpoleh , after the evolution of allquark degrees of freedom terminates and the Qh andQ�h quarks are integrated out? In other words, whattheir �elds �hh = (Q�hQh) are substituted by in det�?The only possible form is6)�hh = �Q�hQh�!! �m�1 �hh det�l�b0Q detmh!1=(Nl�N); det��b0Q !1=(NF�N) !!  det�l�b0Q detmh!1=(Nl�N): (19)
Hene, instead of (5), the e�etive Lagrangian at� < mpoleh takes the form (we reall that all �elds en-tering (1), (5), and (20) are normalized at � = �Q)L = Z d2� d2�(Trq�yl�l + Zl Trl�QyeVQ�++ ZhTrh�QyeVQ�+ �Q! Q�)++ Z d2�(� 2��(�) S +WQ);Zl = mlMlh ; Zh = mhmpoleh ; (20)mpoleh = mhz+Q(�Q;mpoleh ) = mh��Qmh�+=(1++) � mh;6) The form given in (19) is determined uniquely by the sym-metries a) the �avor symmetry SU(Nl)L�SU(Nl)R�SU(Nh)L�� SU(Nh)R; b) the R-harges of the higher-energy theory,R(Ql) = R(Q�l) = R(Qh) = R(Q�h) = R(�l)=2 = (NF �N)=NFand R(ml) = R(mh) = 2N=NF ; ) the R0-harges of the lo-wer-energy theory, R0(Ql) = R0(Q�l) = R0(�l)=2 = (Nl�N)=Nl,R0(Qh) = R0(Q�h) = 1, R0(ml) = 2N=Nl, and R0(mh) = 0.The overall normalization in (19) is determined by the Konishianomaly mhhQhQhi = hSi (see also (2)).1082



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010 On mass spetrum in SQCD. Unequal quark massesWQ =  det�l�b0Q detmh!1=(Nl�N) ��(Trl�Q��1l Q��Nl)++mhTrh�QQ�+mlTr��l� :Equation (20) has the same meaning as Eqs. (1) or (5).All terms with the quark �elds are retained only to keeptrak of the values of their masses, and it is implied inaddition that they an be used, for instane, for somealulations where these quarks appear as valene ones.If one is not interested in all this at � < mpoleh , all quarkterms in (20) an be omitted.We now write the expliit form of the inverse Wilso-nian oupling 2�=�W (�) [4℄ in (20). It is simplest towrite the result of the overall RG �ow from � = �Qdown to �2 = mpoleh =(several) (beause the RG is agroup). We thus obtain2��W (�2) = N ln� �32�3Q�� ln�det�lC�NlQ ���Nh ln�mpoleh�Q �+Nl ln� 1Zl�+Nh ln� 1Zh�: (21)In (21), the spei� properties of the ase onsidered areas follows: a) the Zh fator of the Qh and Q�h quarks isZh = mh=mpoleh beause their mass mh(�) started withthe value mh at � = �Q and �nished with the valuempoleh at � = �2; b) the onstituent mass �lC of the Qland Q�l quarks in (21) has the form (see (20))��lC�ji = 1Zl det �l�b0Q detmh!1=(Nl�N)���1l �ji : (22)Therefore, the oupling in (20) at �YM � � < �2 == mpoleh =(several) is weak and is given by (see alsoSe. 2 in [1℄) 2��W��;�L� = 2����;�L� ��N ln 1g2(�; h�Li) = 3N ln� ��L�;�3L =  det�l�b0Q detmh!1=(Nl�N);h�Li = ��b0Q detm�1=3N = �YM ; (23)
and the Lagrangian at � < �2 is

L = Z d2� d2�(Trq�yl�l)+ Z d2� ��(� 2��(�;�L) S �Nl det�l�b0Q detmh!1=(Nl�N) ++Tr�ml�l�): (24)It desribes gluonia with the universal mass saleMgl � �YM (oupled to the pions �l), and after inte-grating them out via the VY proedure [3℄, we �nallyobtain the lowest-energy Lagrangian of pionsL = Z d2� d2�(Trq�yl�l)+ Z d2� ��(�(Nl �N) det�l�b0Q detmh!1=(Nl�N) ++Tr�ml�l�): (25)It desribes N2l l-pions �l with the masses of the or-der of ml, and their superpotential has the standarduniversal form for the DCl�HQh phase (see (14)).In this ase, on the whole, the mass spetrum in-ludes a) the ll-hadrons made of the Ql and Q�l quarkswith the onstituent mass �lC = Mlh � �Q, b) thehh-hadrons made of the nonrelativisti Qh and Q�hquarks with the pole mass mpoleh � Mlh, ) the hy-brid hl-hadrons made of the above onstituents (allquarks are weakly on�ned, the string tension beingp� � �YM � mpoleh � Mlh), d) the gluonia withtheir universal mass sale Mgl � �YM � mpoleh , ande) N2l lightest l-pions with the mass of the order ofml � �YM and superpotential (25), whih is universalfor the DCl�HQh phase. In a sense, this mass spetrumis similar to those desribed in Se. 3, the main di�er-ene being that the hierarhy mpoleh � �lC in Se. 3 isreversed here.We �nally onsider how the mass spetrum hangeson both sides of the phase transition at r � r1, withMhh � mpoleh �Mlh (see (8) and Se. 2).a. The h-�avors. In the DCl�DCh phase at r >> r1, there are many heavy h-hadrons made of thenonrelativisti Qh and Q�h quarks with the onstituentmass Mhh (see (3)), and N2h light h-pions with themass of the order of mh. As r rosses r1, the oherentondensate of the h-�avors breaks down and the the-ory enters the DCl�HQh phase. The above N2h lighth-pions with the mass of the order of mh disappearfrom the mass spetrum. At the same time, beause1083



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010Mhh = mpoleh , the onstituent masses Mhh of Qh andQ�h quarks are substituted smoothly by their perturba-tive pole masses mpoleh , suh that the mass spetrum ofthe heavy h-hadrons, now made of the nonrelativistiurrent quarks Qh and Q�h, hanges smoothly.b. The l-�avors. In the DCl�DCh phase at r >> r1, there are many heavy l-hadrons made of the Qland Q�l quarks with the onstituent massMlh �Mhh(see (2)), and N2l lightest l-pions with the mass ofthe order of ml � mh. In the DCl�HQh phase withMlh � mpoleh at r < r1, all these l-hadrons and theN2l l-pions are still present in the spetrum and theirmasses remain the same.. The hybrid hl-�avors. In the DCl�DCh phaseat r > r1, there are many heavy hl-mesons with themassMhh+Mlh and the orresponding hl-pions withthe small mass mh + ml. In the DCl�HQh phase atr < r1, these light hybrid pions are absent. As regardsthe heavy hybrid mesons, their masses hange smoothlyfromMhh +Mlh to mpoleh +Mlh.d. Finally, all gluons remain massless down to thesale � � �YM , and there is a large number of gluoniawith the same mass Mgl � �YM in both phases.5. THE HIGGSl�DCh AND HIGGSl�HQhPHASES.Mlh > �Q, Nl < N � 1There are only two di�erent phases at Nl > N (be-ause the onditionMlh � �Q is always satis�ed andthe lighter quarks are never Higgsed), DCl�DCh andDCl�HQh.At Nl < N, in addition to the above two phases,two new phases appear atMlh > �Q, when the lighterl-quarks are Higgsed, hQli = hQ�li 6= 0, while the heav-ier quarks are either in the DC phase or in the HQphase.We therefore take r � r2 (see (9); the value ofr must not be too small, see below) and �nd the massspetrum in this phase. We an proeed in a lose anal-ogy with the ase of the Higgs phase for NF < N � 1in [1℄, the only di�erene being that not all �avors arenow Higgsed (only Ql and Q�l are).We hene begin with the sale of the large gluonmass,� = �gl = gHM̂lh � �Q; g2H = 4��(� = �gl)� 1;hQlai�=�gl = Æla M̂lh; hQal i�=�gl = Æal M̂lh:The gauge symmetry SU(N) is broken down toSU(N � Nl) at this high sale �H = �gl and2NlN�N2l gluons beome massive. The same number

of the degrees of freedom of the Ql and Q�l quarks a-quire the same mass and beome superpartners of thesemassive gluons (in a sense, they an be onsidered theheavy �onstituent quarks�), and there remain N2l lightomplex pion �elds �̂l = (QlQl)�=�gl , h�̂li = (M̂lh)2.The value of ml(�) at this sale is m̂l � ml(� = �gl)(this is to beome the l-pion mass), and similarly, themass of h-quarks at this sale is m̂h � mh(� = �gl).Besides, we let �̂hl and �̂lh denote the hybrids (in es-sense, these are the h-quark �elds Qha and Qah withbroken olors a = 1; : : : ; Nl), while Qh and Q�h are stillthe ative h-quark �elds with unbroken olors.We �rst onsider the ase Nl < b0=2, i. e., b00 == b0 � 2Nl > 0. After integrating out all heaviest par-tiles with masses of the order of �gl and proeedingin the same way as in [1℄, we obtain the lower-energyLagrangian at the sale � . �gl:L = Z d2� d2�(2Trq�̂yl �̂l ++Trh Q̂yeV̂ Q̂+ �Q̂! Q̂�!++Tr��̂yhl�̂hl + �̂ylh�̂lh�+ : : :) ++ Z d2�(� 2��(�; �̂) Ŝ + m̂lTr �̂l ++ m̂hTrh �Q̂Q̂�+ m̂hTr��̂lh�̂hl�);�̂b00 = �b0QzNlQ det �̂l�z0QzQ�NF�Nl ;b00 = b0 � 2Nl > 0; (26)zQ = zQ(�gl; �Q jN; NF ) = m̂lml ;z0Q = zQ(�gl; h�̂i jN �Nl; NF �Nl) = m̂hm0h : (27)Here, Ŝ = Ŵ 2�=32�2, Ŵ� are the gauge �eldstrengths of the remaining (N�Nl)2�1massless gluon�elds, �(�; �̂) is the gauge oupling of this lower-energytheory and �̂ is its sale parameter, zQ � 1 is the mass-less quark renormalization fator from � = �gl down to� = �Q in the original theory with N olors and NF�avors, z0Q � 1 is the analogous renormalization fatorfrom � = �gl down to � = h�̂i in the lower-energy theo-ry with N �Nl olors and Nh remaining ative h-�a-vors Qh and Q�h, and m0h � h�̂i is the urrent mass of1084



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010 On mass spetrum in SQCD. Unequal quark massesthe Qh and Q�h quarks in this lower-energy theory at� = h�̂i7). All �elds in (26) are normalized at � = �gl.Finally, the dots in (26) denote residual D-term inter-ations, whih are supposed to play no signi�ant rolein the ase onsidered in this setion and are negletedin what follows.Therefore, the hybrids �̂hl and �̂lh appear in thespetrum as (weakly interating) partiles with themass m̂h. These hybrids are not written expliitly (butare understood) below.The lower-energy theory with N 0 = N�Nl olors,N 0F = Nh �avors of the ative Qh and Q�h quarks, withb00 > 0 and m0h � h�̂i, is in the DCh phase [1℄. Theonstituent mass �hC = (z0Q)1=2M̂hh � h�̂i is formedin the threshold region � � �hC , and N2h h-pions �0h,h(�0h)iji = Æij (�hC)2, appear with masses m0h. After in-tegrating out these onstituent h-quarks, we are leftwith the Yang�Mills theory with N 0 = N �Nl olorsand the new sale fator �L of the gauge oupling, andwith N2h h-pions [1℄:L = Z d2� d2�(2Trq�̂yl �̂l+Trq(�0h)y�0h)++ Z d2�(� 2��(�;�L) Ŝ ��N 0F det �0h�̂b00 !1=(N 0F�N 0) ++ m̂lTr �̂l +m0hTr�0h);�3L =  det�0h�̂b00 !1=(N 0F�N 0);h�Li = �YM = ��b0Q detm�1=3N ;detm = mNll mNF�Nlh :
(28)

Follwing the VY proedure, we obtain the lo-west-energy Lagrangian of pionsL = Z d2� d2�(2Trq�̂yl �̂l +Trq(�0h)y�0h) ++ Z d2�(�(N 0F �N 0) det�0h�̂b00 !1=(N 0F�N 0) ++ m̂lTr �̂l +m0hTr�0h): (29)7) Both zQ and z0Q are only logarithmi in the ase onsidered.

With �̂ in (26), this beomesL = Z d2� d2�(2Trq�̂yl �̂l +Trq(�0h)y�0h) ++ Z d2�(�(NF�N) zNFQ det �̂l det�0h�b0Q (z0Q)NF�Nl !1=(NF�N)++ m̂lTr �̂l +m0hTr�0h): (30)The Lagrangian (30) (with the hybrid pions �̂hl and�̂lh reinstalled), being expressed in terms of the �elds�l, �h, �hl, and �lh and the masses ml and mh nor-malized at the �old sale� � = �Q, takes the formL = Z d2� d2�( 2zQ Trq�yl�l ++ z0QzQ Trq�yh�h ++ 1zQ Tr��yhl�hl +�ylh�lh�+ : : :)+ Z d2� ��(�(NF �N) det�l det�h�b0Q !1=(NF�N) ++mlTr�l +mhTr��h +�hl�lh�);�0h = z0QzQ �h; �̂l = 1zQ �l; ml = m̂lzQ ;m0h = m̂hz0Q = zQz0Q mh:
(31)

On the whole in this ase, when theory is deeplyin the Higgsl�DCh phase (i. e., when M̂lh � �Q), themass spetrum is as follows. There area) 2NlN�N2l massive gluons and the same numberof their superpartners (the �onstituent l-quarks� withheaviest masses �gl � �Q);b) a large number of hadrons made of nonrelativis-ti onstituent Qh and Q�h quarks with masses of theorder of �hC � h�̂i � �Q � �gl;) a large number of strongly oupled gluonia withthe mass sale Mgl � �YM � �hC ;d) N2h h-pions with masses of the order of m0h �� �YM ;e) the hybrid pions �hl and �lh (whih are Qh andQ�h quarks with Higgsed olors) with masses m̂h � m0h;f) N2l lightest l-pions with masses m̂l � m̂h.AtNl < N�1, starting with r � ml=mh = 1, whenall quarks are in the DC phase, a number of phase tran-1085



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010sitions ours as r dereases. The DCl�DCh phase ismaintained until (10) is ful�lled.We take Nl < N0 (see (10)). Then, as r appro-ahes r2 from above,Mlh approahes �Q from below,with all quarks being in the DCl�DCh phase. WhenMlh exeeds �Q, a phase transition ours as thel-quarks beome Higgsed. The ruial parameter here(i. e., at Mlh > �Q, but not too large, see below) isb00 = 3N 0 � N 0F = b0 � 2Nl. The Qh and Q�h quarksare in the DCh phase at b00 > 0, and in the HQh phaseat b00 < 0. If Nl < N0, then also Nl < b0=2, and heneas Mlh exeeds �Q and the l-quarks are Higgsed, theDCh phase of h-quarks is maintained.We trae how the mass spetrum hanges on bothsides of this phase transition between the DCl�DChand Higgsl�DCh phases at r � r2 � 1 (see Se. 2).a. The gluons. In the DCl�DCh phase at r < r2,all the N2 � 1 gluons an be thought of as having thesmall mass Mgl � �YM . In the Higgsl�DCh phase atr > r2, the SU(N) gauge symmetry is broken down tothe non-Abelian SU(N �Nl) one, with Nl < N � 1.Hene, 2NlN � N2l gluons aquire the large massMgl � �Q � �YM , while (N � Nl)2 � 1 gluons re-main with the same small masses of the order of �YM .b. The ll-�avors. In the DCl�DCh phase atr < r2, the on�ned Ql and Q�l quarks have large on-stituent masses �lC = Mlh � �Q, and there are N2llight ll-pions with small masses M l� � ml. In theHiggsl�DCh phase at r > r2, there are 2NlN � N2lmassive quarks that are superpartners of the massivegluons and hene have the same masses of the order of�Q. In a sense, these quarks an be onsidered rem-nants of the previous onstituent l-quarks, and theirmasses math smoothly aross r � r2. As regards thell-pions, their number and masses also math smoothlyaross the phase transition.. The hh-�avors. Nothing happens to the on-�ned onstituent Qh and Q�h quarks (i. e., those withunbroken olors) with the masses �hC = Mhh � �Q,and to the N2h hh-pions with masses mh � ml. Butin the Higgsl�DCh phase at r > r2, the Qh and Qhquarks with broken olors appear now individually inthe spetrum as light partiles with the masses mh.They an be onsidered remnants of the previous hy-brid �hl and �lh pions with the masses mh+ml � mh,whih were present in the spetrum in the DCl�DChphase at r < r2.We now take Nl > N0. The theory is in theDCl�DCh phase at r = 1. As r dereases, aphase transition to the DCl�HQh phase �rst oursat r � r1 � r2, whih persists until r approahes r2from above. If Nl > b0=2, asMlh exeeds �Q and the

l-quarks are Higgsed, the HQh phase of the Qh and Q�hquarks is maintained.But there are values of N < NF < 3N and Nl << N � 1 suh that N0 < Nl < b0=2. In this ase,the theory stays in the DCl�HQh phase as Mlh ap-proahes �Q from below, while as Mlh exeds �Q,the h-quarks ondense and �h pions appear, and the-ory is in the Higgsl�DCh phase. Hene, not only thel-quarks but also the Qh and Q�h quarks hange theirphase. The reason for this is as follows. At Mlhslightly above �Q, when the l-quarks are already Hig-gsed, the remaining lower-energy theory has h�̂i � �Q,with N 0 = N �Nl olors, N 0F = NF �Nl �avors, andmh � �Q and Mhh staying intat beause h�̂i � �Q.But the pole mass mpoleh of the Qh and Q�h quarks issmaller in this new theory than it was before Higgs-ing, mpoleh � mpoleh , beause the quark anomalous di-mension dereased. Therefore, while the hierarhy wasmpoleh �Mhh before Higgsing, it is reversed after Hig-gsing, mpoleh � Mhh, and the Qh and Q�h quarks alsohange their phase simultaneously with the Ql and Q�lones.This is not the end of the story with b00 > 0, ho-wever, beause to stay in the Higgsl�DCh phase, theondition m0h = mh(� = h�̂i) � h�̂i is neessary, andhene r = ml=mh must not be too small. As r dereasesat Nl < N�1 and b00 > 0, h�̂i in (26) dereases in apower-like fashion beause Mlh inreases like (1=r)! ,!=(N�Nl)=2N, see (2) (M̂lh � Mlh up to a loga-rithmi fator), while m0h hanges only logarithmially.Therefore, as r dereases and rosses the smaller valuer3 � r2 where the dereasing h�̂i beomes h�̂i < m0h,the phase transition from the Higgsl�DCh phase to theHiggsl�HQh one ours. The oherent ondensate ofthe Qh and Q�h quarks breaks down, the �h pions dis-appear, and the heavy Qh and Q�h quarks with un-broken olors are in the perturbative weak-ouplingregime at r � r3, like the h-quarks with Higgsed ol-ors (but the Qh and Q�h quarks with unbroken olorsare weakly on�ned, the string tension being small,p� � �YM ). In other words, the lower-energy the-ory at � � �gl ontains the unbroken non-Abeliangauge group SU(N 0) with N 0 = N � Nl and withthe sale fator �̂ of its gauge oupling in (26), andN 0F = NF � Nl (N 0 < N 0F < 3N 0) �avors of theheavy nonrelativisti quarks Qh and Q�h with their polemasses mpoleh � h�̂i, plus the l-pions entering �̂ (see(26)) and the hybrid pions �hl and �lh (these are thelight Qh and Q�h quarks with Higgsed olors, weaklyinterating through residual D-term interations). Wedo not give further details here beause this is a simpleregime and it is evident how to deal with this ase. The1086



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 6 (12), 2010 On mass spetrum in SQCD. Unequal quark massesmass spetrum in this Higgsl�HQh phase at r � r3 isas follows. There are a) 2NlN � N2l massive gluonsand the same number of their superpartners (the �on-stituent l-quarks� with the heaviest masses �gl � �Q);b) a large number of hadrons made of nonrelativistiQhand Q�h quarks with the perturbative pole massesmpoleh(the hierarhy here is h�̂i � �YM � mpoleh � �Q,with �̂ from (26), while �YM is the gauge ouplingsale arising after the Qh and Q�h quarks are inte-grated out); ) the hybrids �hl and �lh (whih are Qhand Q�h quarks with Higgsed olors) with the masses�YM � m̂h = mh(� = �gl) � mpoleh ; d) a largenumber of strongly oupled gluonia with the mass saleMgl � �YM ; and e) N2l lightest l-pions with the masses2m̂l = 2ml(� = �gl) = 2zQml. The lowest-energy La-grangian of these l-pions has the same Kähler term as in(31), and the same universal superpotential as in (14).We �nally onsider the ase where Mlh > �Q,Nl < N � 1, and b00 = b0 � 2Nl < 0. As wasnoted above, as Mlh approahes �Q from below,the theory is already in the DCl�HQh phase, and asMlh exeeds �Q and the l-quarks beome Higgsed,the on�ned Qh and Q�h quarks remain in the HQhphase. Therefore, this is the Higgsl�HQh phase onthe whole. But now, with b00 = b0 � 2Nl < 0 andMlh � �Q, h�̂i �Mlh (see (26)), and in the intervalof sales �YM � � � �gl, the remaining non-AbelianSU(N � Nl) gauge theory with NF � Nl of on�nedQh and Q�h quarks is in the weak oupling logarithmiregime. On the whole, this is also a very simple ase(see Ses. 2 and 8 in [1℄), and it is lear what its massspetrum is. Qualitatively, it is similar to the spe-tra desribed in the preeding paragraph with b00 > 0and in the same Higgsl�HQh phase at r < r3 (and thelowest-energy Lagrangian of the lightest l-pions is thenthe same), and we do not therefore onsider this asein more detail. 6. CONCLUSIONSAs was desribed above within the dynami-al senario onsidered in this paper, the N = 1SQCD with N olors (with the sale fator �Q

of their gauge oupling), N < NF < 3N �avorsof light quarks, Nl lighter �avors with masses ml,and Nh = NF � Nl heavier �avors with masses mh,0 < ml < mh � �Q, an be in di�erent phase statesdepending on the values of the above parameters. Inaddition, the mass spetra are also highly sensitive tothe values of these parameters.The lighter Ql and Q�l quarks may be in two dif-ferent phases: either in the DC (diquark ondensate)phase at Mlh � �Q (at both Nl < N and Nl > N)or in the Higgs phase atMlh � �Q (at Nl < N only).The heavier Qh and Q�h quarks may also be in two dif-ferent phases: either in the DC phase atMhh � mpolehor in the HQ (heavy quark) phase at Mhh � mpoleh .On the whole, four di�erent phases are therefore rea-lized in this theory. For eah of them, we desribedthe mass spetra and the orresponding interation La-grangians8).We did not onsider the Seiberg dual theories [5; 6℄with unequal quark masses in this paper. As was ar-gued in [1℄, the diret and dual theories are not equiv-alent even in the simpler ase of equal quark masses.There are no hanes that the situation will be betterfor unequal quark masses.REFERENCES1. V. L. Chernyak, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 137, 437 (2010).2. K. Konishi, Phys. Lett. B 135, 439 (1984).3. G. Veneziano and S. Yankielowiz, Phys. Lett. B 113,321 (1982); T. Taylor, G. Veneziano, and S. Yankielow-iz, Nul. Phys. B 218, 493 (1983).4. V. Novikov, M. Shifman, A. Vainshtein, and V. Zakha-rov, Nul. Phys. B 229, 381 (1983); Phys. Lett. B 166,329 (1986); M. Shifman and A. Vainshtein, Nul. Phys.B 277, 456 (1986).5. N. Seiberg, Phys. Rev. D 49, 6857 (1994); Nul. Phys.B 435, 129 (1995).6. K. Intriligator and N. Seiberg, Nul. Phys. Pro. Suppl.45BC, 1 (1996).
8) The N dependene of various quantities (e. g., hSi � N0 )used everywhere in the text is the same as in the main text in[1℄. As in [1℄, the orret N dependene (hSi � N, et.) anbe easily restored (see Se. 9 in [1℄).1087


